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Abstract—Web crawlers have become popular tools for
gattering large portions of the web that can be used for many
tasks from statistics to structural analysis of the web. Due to
the amount of data and the heterogeneity of tasks to manage,
it is essential for crawlers to have a modular and distributed
architecture. In this paper we describe Lumbricus webis (short
L.webis) a modular crawling infrastructure built to mine data
from the web domain ccTLD .it and portions of the web
reachable from this domain. Its purpose is to support gathering
of advanced statics and advanced analytic tools on the content
of the Italian Web. This paper describes the architectural
features of L.webis and its performance. L.webis can currently
download a mid-sized ccTLD such as “.it" in about one week.
Keywords-Parallel and distributed web crawler. Extensible
crawler.
I. INTRODUCTION
A web crawler is a system whose purpose is to build a
local image of the structure and content of (a portion of)
the distributed repository of Internet-accessible documents
called the World Wide Web. The activity of web crawling is
a support of (and preliminary to) several other web-related
tools and systems, for example web search engines, or other
web data mining tasks. Since web crawling is a support
activity it is rare to find complete and detailed descriptions
of web crawlers in the computer science literature. Search
Engines companies such as Yahoo! and Google, for which
web crawling is an essential part of the value chain, keep
their web crawler architecture as well guarded industrial
secrets.
The characteristics of the web and the heterogeneity of
the tasks in which crawlers are involved complicate the
design of their architecture. In fact, the size of the web
requires crawlers to have a parallel architecture without
any centralized component. Moreover the architecture of
crawlers have to be modular in order to easily modify the
crawling strategy. Another important issue in the design
of a web crawler is the organization of data in secondary
memory. In fact the crawling of a medium size domain like
the “.it" involves the downloading of terabytes of HTML
pages. Even if portability is not an extremely important
issue, it should be also considered. Designing L.webis we
took into account all these issues. In fact L.webis has a
parallel architecture and it can run over a configurable
number of standard workstations each of which runs an
instance of the crawler. Each instance is responsible for a
subset of hosts and maintains locally all the information
about them. Once a new URL is found it is sent to the
appropriate instance of the crawler that will manage it. The
assignment of hosts to a workstation is performed through a
hash function. This allows us to avoid centralized operations.
L.webis has a modular architecture in which data manage-
ment, crawling strategy, network management and the other
tasks are separate. The advantage of this architectural choice
is twofold: it ensures a logical separation among different
tasks, it makes the crawler extensible and configurable. For
example, for our purposes we are interested only in the
“.it" domain and its frontier thus we use a module that
limits the discovery of new hosts in this domain. If we
decide to expand the crawling to the broader range of web
pages written in Italian, we have simply to change the
module that controls the discovery of new hosts. Another
important issue we addressed is the tolerance to network and
software failures. We designed data structures in secondary
memory to maintain consistency. To achieve this goal we
used techniques similar to those used for journaling in file
systems. Having infinite resources and time, the order in
which pages of a host are downloaded does not influence
the final output. In practice, due to finite resources, the
crawling strategy has a deep impact. Our goal is to use a
strategy that maintains a statistically meaningful sample of
a web site for each iteration of the crawling. To achieve this
goal we use a crawling strategy which is a hybrid of DFS
and BFS. The effort requested for implementing crawling
software can be mitigated by making use of specific libraries
for solving particular tasks (i.e threads, sockets). The use of
libraries can affect the portability of the software. In order
to boost portability we used only libraries available for all
the most common operating systems. In particular we used
POSIX threads, the openSSL library for secure connection
and the UNIX threads for which a win32 implementation is
available.
Our focus on the ccTLD .it derives from needs and
opportunities. The need arose following the development of
the Community watch system [1] for finding efficiently dense
regions in the web graph. The original paper describing
the system uses as test case data a crawl of the ccTLD .it
domain of the year 2004. The opportunity is the fact that
IIT-CNR hosts the registry for the .it ccTLD authorized by
ICANN (www.registro.it), thus through agreement with the
registry we could have access to the full and up-to-date list
of registered domains under the .it ccTLD. However, L.webis
is completely general and can support the crawling of any
mid-size national web domain, as well as portions of the
general web (with proper HW support).
The report is organized as follows. In Section II we
give an overview of the literature describing architectural
aspects of crawling systems. In section III we give a de-
tailed description of the data structures and the algorithmic
aspects of L.webis. Section IV reports several performance
measurements.
II. PREVIOUS WORK
A web crawler is not just a piece of software but an
integrated hw/sw system in which hardware architecture and
software architecture have a profound impact one each other.
This observation implies that it is difficult to compare the
impact on performance of algorithmic choices across differ-
ent crawlers built for different architectures. Moreover the
performance of a crawling algorithm or policy is profoundly
affected by the architectural features and bottlenecks of the
supporting hardware.
The crawler IRLbot [2] has been optimized to run on
a single server (a quad-CPU AMD Opteron 2.6 GHz with
16GB RAM and 24-disk RAID-5, with an external link at
1Gb/s. Under this configuration the bottleneck is given by
the data transfer to and from secondary memory and most
of the innovative effort was exerted in handling efficiently
the disk storage. In contrast, crawlers that run on a local
cluster of servers, such as Ubicrawler [3], are designed so
to minimize inter-machine communication by a clever use of
hashing to partition the space of domains, and an efficient
use of the available RAM memory. As an extreme form
of distributed computation crawlers that are distributed over
long-distances have also been proposed [4].
The Ph.D. Thesis of Carlos Castillo [5] and a manuscript
of Dustin Boswell1 list at most a dozen system well doc-
umented in the literature, including Mercator [6], the first
Google crawler [7], Ubicrawler [3], a system developed
by V. Shkapenyuk and T. Suel at Polythechnic University,
Brooklyn [8], and the Internet Archive crawler [9]. General
issues related to web crawling are described also in two
surveys [10] and [11]. Web crawling ethics is discussed in
[12]. Strategies for re-crawling the web so to maintain high
freshness are discussed in [13]. Strategies for URL selection
so to attain high quality pages are discussed in [14] and [15].
1Distributed High-performance Web Crawlers: a survey of the State of
the Art. Manuscript (2003).
The queues of detected but yet unvisited URL is one of the
most important and dynamically changing data structure in
a crawler and many optimizations have been proposed [16],
[17].
The references given above relate to generic crawlers,
that although may direct their efforts towards high quality
web pages, are oblivious with respect to other features of
the pages being downloaded. In contrast Topic crawling
(or focussed crawling) [18], [19] are techniques that bias
the crawling activities towards specific topics by trying to
predict the relevance of a web page to a topic before actually
downloading it. Topical crawling is not yet supported by
L.webis, however it can be easily implemented within the
modular architecture.
III. DETAILED DESCRIPTION
L.webis is a parallel and distributed crawler implemented in
C++. The crawl is made using a customizable number of
standard workstations each of which runs an instance of the
crawler initialized with a portion of the seed URLs.
Multi-threading. In the web crawling activity one of the
most time demanding steps is the waiting for web servers re-
sponses and data transfer. During these intervals the system
load is very low. We exploit multi-threading to reduce these
intervals and increase the throughput of the crawler. We used
POSIX threads that have the characteristic to go in sleeping
status only when they execute a blocking call. This means
that the scheduling of the threads is easily predictable and
this allows us to maximize the shared resources releasing,
increasing the time performance. For each thread we create
a private memory space, reserved communication sockets
and reserved read/write buffers and we implemented a mutex
system to ensure a thread cannot execute blocking operations
while it is locking global resources.
Parallelization. L.webis is a parallel and distributed system
made of identical crawling agents without any centralized
control and centralized resource that may cause a bottleneck
when scaling up the number of physical nodes that execute
the crawling processes. The increase in communication also
scales well with the number of nodes involved.
Document management. Once a new document URL is
discovered we assign it to one of the N workstations. The
assignment is made feeding the host name of the document
to a hash function that returns the identifier of a workstation.
As a result of this choice all the documents coming from the
same host are assigned to the same workstation. The advan-
tage of this choice is that it allows to store in a single node
a data structure which keeps all the information concerning
the same host. A document is univocally identified using a
triple containing: the identifier of the workstation in which
it is stored, an index that identify the host and an index that
identify the document inside the host.
Every new discovered URL is normalized in such a
way that alternative representations of the same URL are
Figure 1. Overall software architecture of one node of L.webis.
unambiguously represented. The effect of normalization is
to avoid multiple representations of the same document in
the crawler discovered document list.
Store Interface. We separated proper crawling activity of a
single thread (i.e parsing and extraction of outlinks) from all
the policies and the optimization techniques. This separation
is achieved using an interface (the store interface) to a set
of modules for the following tasks: multithreading, RAM
and storage management, data consistency, crawling order
policies, network management and URL normalization.
Life Cycle of Crawling Threads. Each instance of L.webis
sets up a configurable number M of crawling threads and
several control threads. Control threads are needed for
statistical outputs, intra-node communications, distributed
database synchronization, and they live as long as the whole
process. On the other hand, a crawling thread has a limited
life and when the number of total living crawling threads
drops under a threshold the main control thread creates
new crawling threads until reach again the limit M . Every
crawling thread is assigned a host name and a private
memory space, when it is created. When the thread ends,
its private space is not released but it is reassigned to the
next newborn crawling thread.
During its life a crawling thread is devoted to download
a limited number of pages from a certain host. In order
to control the frequency of downloads from a host, the
system does not assign the same host to many threads at
the same time. The first task of a new crawling thread is
to gain information about the “robots.txt" of the host. This
is done using a module of the store interface. After this,
the thread begins to sequentially download and parse web
pages. The order of the pages to download is controlled
by a specific module that implements the crawling strategy.
The compatibility of the URL with the robot exclusion
rules is checked by the crawling thread. Each successfully
downloaded HTML page is parsed by the crawling thread
that extracts outlinks. The HTML of the page is passed to a
module of the store interface that save it. The thread assigns
to each URL a unique identifier that will be used when
building the web graph. This task is controlled by a module
of the store interface that returns the identifier and appends
the URL to the list of discovered documents, in case it was
never discovered before. This task can be computationally
expensive because it involves searching operations and can
also involve inter-nodes communications. We observed that
it is quite common for web page hosted on the same site to
share several links. In order to reduce the number of requests
to the store interface, the crawling thread maintains a private
cache of the URLs found during its life.
Since our goal is to crawl the Italian ccTLD .it domain
and its frontier (i.e is all web pages that can be reached by
following a single link starting from a page in the ccTLD
.it), when a crawling thread parses a document outside the
.it domain, the current policy is to discards all the URLs not
pointing back to the .it domain.
Data Management. The store interface manages three types
of data: hosts, pages and global lists. In order to obtain a
high crawling speed it is essential to minimize disk accesses
to frequently requested data. Therefore the crawler reads
frequently used data from the disk only the first time that
such data is required and creates a copy in RAM for
any subsequential read/write. When the total size of RAM
copies exceeds a threshold a synchronization between RAM
and disks is performed. This operation is simulteneous and
coordinated on all the distribution nodes. Wherever possible
we used static allocation of memory. This choice allows us
to reduce the disk and RAM fragmentation. In secondary
memory, when creating a new file, we pre-allocate all the
space needed to store a certain number of data structures.
If we need more slots in a file we do not append the data
to the file, but we create a new file. Even if this has the
disadvantage of increasing the amount of storage, it has
the advantage of reducing disk fragmentation. Moreover
accessing a slot requires only a seek operation in the disk.
Global Lists. The global lists hold (a) structures able to map
hostname to host ID and vice versa, (b) a bit array used to
mark hosts currently under crawling by a thread, (c) a bit
array to mark hosts with data copied in RAM, (d) a map
between host IDs and RAM host data copies, (e) a list of
the slots needed for the RAM copies and (f) a few lists
needed in order to implement the host crawl order policies.
All these data are kept constantly in RAM, some of them
are copied to disk during synchronization and therefore read
from disk at startup, while the others can be computed by
the crawler at initialization time.
Document Data. Several data in the crawling final output
are of no use for the crawling process itself and therefore
there is no need to maintain them in RAM or implement a
fast read to access them. These data are obtained through
the crawling of a single document and are: (a) the list of
outlinks IDs of the page (used to build the web graph) and
(b) the HTLM of the page. Since the size of each document
is small on average, we use buffering to reduce the number
of disk writing operations. The buffers are written to disk
when they become full or during a synchronization phase.
The writing of this information is done inside a log file of
static dimension (to avoid disk fragmentation). Once a log
file reaches its maximum size limit it is closed and a new
log file is pre-allocated and opened.
Host Data. For every host several pieces of information
are maintained on the disk. All the data about a specific
host name is maintained on a single node (the one with
jurisdiction over the host determined through an hash func-
tion). A single host data record is composed by the number
of discovered documents contained in the host, the list of
information blocks about the discovered documents, ordered
by document ID, and the list of the document IDs ordered
lexicographically by their URL string. A single document
information block is composed by (a) the crawling status
indicator (possible status are: uncrawled, crawled, redirect,
robot excluded, broken, wrong mime), (b) the URL string, (c)
the seed depth (i.e the number of links followed starting from
a seeding document to discover the first outlink pointing
to this document), (d) the internal depth (it is 0 if it was
first discovered parsing a document on a different host,
otherwise it is the number of internal links followed starting
from any document of internal depth 0 to discover the first
outlink pointing to this document). The URL strings in the
document information blocks are written omitting scheme
and hostname, then specifying the size of common prefix
with the previous URL in lexicographical order, and then
writing only the remaining suffix. Host data blocks are
stored in fixed size data structures. We defined different
memory classes of host size. When a host becomes too large
for a memory class its data is copied in a larger class. The
host data in the file system are organized with at least one
file for each memory class. Each file is of fixed size and
it is entirely pre-allocated when the crawler is started for
the first time. It contains only host information of the same
class. This choice allows us to seek data in the file accessing
it as an array.
In L.webis there are several lexicographically ordered
lists: the list of host names needed to map to host IDs and
the lexicographically ordered document IDs for every host
RAM copy. Both these lists can be extended when a new host
is discovered or a new URL is parsed. The crawler avoids
to reorder them every time a new element is appended.
For every lexicographically ordered list it is associated an
unordered list of limited maximum size; when an element is
appended it’s inserted in the unordered list, a string search
is performed first on the lexicographically ordered list and
then, if no match is found, in the unordered list. When the
unordered list is full it is sorted and the two lists are merged
in a new lexicographically ordered one. When there is the
need of disk serialization the list sorting and merging is
forced by the synchronizing thread.
Synchronization. As mentioned above all the modifications
of host data information are made in RAM and several
global lists need to be written to disk occasionally. The
permanent memorization of all volatile data is done at the
same time through the synchronization. When, serving a
request, the memory manager realizes that a data structure is
full, it invokes the synchronization. The request that caused
the synchronization remains pending and the corresponding
crawling thread goes in sleeping state. Note that this op-
eration is not blocking for the other threads until they do
not require an operation that the memory manager can not
serve: the store interface hides both RAM volatile host data
duplication and synchronization policies. All the machines
that take part in the crawling perform the synchronization at
the same time. In this phase all the modified RAM copies
of host data are written to the appropriated class size file.
For error recovery purpose L.webis does not write data of
a host in place, but it uses an empty slot. Only when the
write operation is successfully completed and the structure
that maps host IDs to disk positions is serialized to disk, then
the old source slot is marked as empty. The serialization of
global lists is done writing on pre-allocated files the volatile
data. As in the case of host data we don’t overwrites the
data of the last synchronization. L.webis keeps two pre-
allocated files for every structure and overwrites only the
older one, then it switches the two files. At the end of
each synchronization the crawler internal status is always
coherent. In case of crawling failure in any moment, even
in the middle of synchronization, it is always possible to roll
back to the coherent state of the previous synchronization.
Host data management. One of the most critical operations
of the crawling is the management of host data. This
operation is requested by the crawling thread and carried
out by the store interface. Passing an URL string to the store
interface, it returns the triple (node ID, host ID, document
ID) to refer to the document specified by the URL. The first
operation performed by the store interface is the extraction
from the URL of the host name to decide the node to which
the URL should be assigned. This is done using a hash
function. When the node ID is different from the one of
the machine from which the method is invoked, a message
containing the URL is sent to the correct node and the
invoking crawling thread passes in sleeping state until the
remote instance of L.webis returns the IDs of the document.
If the node ID is the same of the local instance of L.webis
then the next operation is to obtain the host ID. With a binary
search of the lexicographically ordered host names list we
can obtain the host ID or we could not find the entry. If
the host name is not present in the map, then we create a
new host data structure in which we store the URL of the
document and the root of the host. The structure still remains
only in RAM until a synchronization process is started.
Knowing the host ID, the interface method checks the
presence in RAM of a copy of the host data structure. The
check is done using a bit-array. If the host is marked as
already copied in RAM then, with an other global list, we
can map the host ID to the needed data structure. Otherwise,
by using an array that specifies the class size, the host file
index and the file position offset of the host ID, the method
reads the data from the disk and reserves a RAM host copy
block. In the RAM copy it can search for a match of the
URL. If a match is found then we can obtain the associated
document ID, otherwise we create a new document entry
and increase the host data document count, reserving the
next document ID. In both cases when we need to reserve
a host block in RAM (i.e. in the case the host name was
never seen before or in the case a host data entry exists
but only on disk) it is possible that no more blocks are
available. In this case a synchronization is required before
the invoked method can return a valid result. If the method
was invoked by a local crawling thread, then the thread will
sleep until the synchronization finishes. If the method was
invoked by a remote node then it is generated a special
value that is returned to the remote node store interface that
recognizes it and puts the thread in sleeping state, then after
the synchronization it will send again a message to obtain
the identifier.
Communications. Besides a private memory space, each
crawling thread holds a set of TCP communication sock-
ets connecting to the other distributed nodes. The sockets
are opened during the crawler initialization and are never
closed. When a crawling thread terminates it releases the
sockets allowing their use by a new thread. Each socket
has private read/write buffers. In order to read from the
opened sockets, in every L.webis process there are several
active communication threads that create TCP server sockets
and the associated read/write buffers, and then remain in
sleeping state waiting for incoming communications. Each
node can send only two types of requests to the other nodes:
a synchronization coordination and the reference identifier
of an URL.
The synchronization coordination message is sent from
the synchronizing thread when a synchronization sub-phase
is completed. In order to be able to maintain the consistency
and the ability to make a roll back in case of any failure,
synchronization is organized in several sub-phases that need
to be completely executed by all the nodes before passing
to next sub-phase. When the synchronization coordination
message is received, if the local node is not doing the syn-
chronization, the synchronizing thread is woken up to start
the activity. Otherwise, the communication thread marks that
the node from which the message has arrived has ended the
current synchronization sub-phase.
The request of the identifier of an URL is sent by the
store interface when a crawling thread needs to obtain the
IDs for an host name outside local jurisdiction. When this
message is received by the communication thread, it invokes
the local store interface with the URL string contained in
the message as parameter, then it will communicate back
the IDs obtained by the method (the crawling thread that
sent the first message goes in sleeping state until a response
message is returned back).
Most of the inter-node communication costs are imputable
to the request of identifiers of URLs. They are generated
when a parsed URL has an hostname outside local juris-
diction. While a big portion of the outlinks of a document
refers to document on the same host and therefore the node
parsing them surely has the jurisdiction, any other URL has
a probability to be assigned to a different node. For sake
of simplicity let us assume a uniform probability 1/N of
remaining inside the jurisdiction in a system composed of
N nodes. If we define as com(i) the expected number of
communication messages needed in the case of a system
with i nodes, com(i) will grow with i. It holds the general
formula: com(i) = 2(i−1)
i
com(2). For any i, com(i) is
bounded by 2com(2), therefore the communication costs in
L.webis are scalable.
Store Level Policies. Several crawling strategies are dele-
gated to the store interface. The two most important are:
the order in which hosts are selected for download and the
order in which the pages belonging to the same host are
downloaded.
In each node the store interface maintains a global list
where, for every host under jurisdiction, it is annotated
the existence of at least one discovered document still not
crawled and the number of times the host was selected
for download. This list is used for implementing the host
selection policies. When the control thread creates a new
crawling thread, it asks to the store interface the host ID
to crawl. The selection is done considering all the hosts
under the node jurisdiction for which there exists at least
one document to crawl, ordering them by ascending number
of crawling iterations already completed in the past.
Once the store interface loads the host data structure for
a new host do crawl, it has to decide an ordering among the
documents. Since the number of documents crawled for a
host is limited, the order in which documents are selected
has a deep impact on the final crawling output. The store
interface adopts two distinct strategies for the ordering of
the documents according to the number of known uncrawled
documents. If the number of these documents is lower than a
certain threshold t (20 in our experiments) the store interface
returns the URL of the uncrawled document with the smaller
document ID inside the host document list (i.e following
the discovering order). If there are more than the t known
uncrawled documents, L.webis assumes that probably the
host will not be fully crawled in one iteration and adopts
an hybrid approach between the DFS and the BFS search
(viewing each website as a rooted DAG). The BFS search
does favor a visit level by level from the top level, thus it
is possible to miss all pages at a deeper level. In contrast
DFS search may lead to discovering most pages at deeper
levels, neglecting many high quality pages near the root. Our
goal is to keep an image of the partially crawled hosts that
is as much representative as possible of the pages at any
level in the web site. To archive this purpose the URLs to
crawl are arranged in n lists each of which corresponds to
a different internal depth value. We select the pages to visit
with probability inversely proportional to their depth and to
the number of already visited pages at that level.
Politeness. L.webis adopts many politeness strategies to
avoid overloading target hosts. Once a crawling thread is
created it attempts to download the file “robots.txt” from
the root of the host. We observed that it is not infrequent
to receive as a response a redirect to another file. Despite
this is not a standard behavior, our policy is to follow the
redirect. If the target is again a redirect then L.webis assumes
a pathological situation exists and ignores the robot.
Robot files are not yet rigourously standardized and a
large number of directives exist. We choose to abide only
the standard directive Disallow for robot exclusion for
every user agent or specifically for L.webis (i.e “User-agent:
L.webis”). We do not honor the crawl-delay directive and do
not consider any Robots META Tag inside the documents.
In order to avoid to overload a crawled host with multiple
requests, two consecutive document downloads from the
same host are separated by some seconds of thread sleeping.
We choose to limit the number of pages downloaded from a
host at each visit of the crawler. This is done because some
provider limit the daily bandwidth of hosted web sites and
we do not want to negatively affect the available bandwidth
of web sites. Each successive visit of a host can be separated
by days or even weeks. Thus we do not save the robots.txt
and download it at every iteration. This allows our crawler
to have always the most fresh possible version of the file
robots.txt, moreover the performance of the crawler is not
influenced from this policy since the delay between two
consecutive iterations is typically quite long.
Crawling optimization. Our crawler implements some op-
timizations to speed up the computation.
Root URL. Every time a new host name is discovered thanks
to a parsed URL, the new host data RAM copy is initialized
adding not only the original URL as a known document, but
also the root URL “/”, reserving for the latter the document
ID 0. The more common URL among the ones that links
outside the original host is a link to the root document of
the external host. In this common case the ID determination
method can stop its computation after finding the node and
the host IDs. Thus there is no need of an eventual disk read,
RAM slot reservation and additional computations.
RAM copy modification state. L.webis keeps track of the
modification of every host record in RAM with respect to
the original disk copy. In the synchronization phase only the
modified records are written to disk.
Big hosts. The great majority of the hosts in the web do
not contains more than a few thousands distinct documents,
but there is a small percentage of hosts that can have
millions of distinct documents. Big hosts are usually: search
engines, social networks, sites with user driven content
(e.g. wikipedia), advertising services (e.g. adsense), forums,
blogs, news sites and spam sites. Popular web sites have
typically a large number of incoming links. This makes
the discovery of new pages in these sites much easier than
in other sites. As a side effect, the number of discovered
documents in such sites increases quickly and the probability
that their host data structure has to be loaded from disk early
after every synchronization is high. Besides the increased
number of disk accesses, the growing size of the discovered
document list increases the cost of URL list sorting and the
RAM usage. We use the standard host data behavior only for
the hosts with no more than K known documents (we did set
K = 1000), adopting special policies for the others. When
a parsed URL links to a big host it is matched only with
the first K documents, otherwise L.webis assumes it is new
and reserves a document ID. The host data is not extended
with the newly found URL but only the document counter is
increased, all the data needed in order to calculate correctly
the web graph is written in the writeonly files. Therefore
only K documents will be crawled for the big hosts and may
happen that different document IDs are assigned to the same
URL. This problem is easily recovered after crawling when
building the web graph. We observed that without using
this strategy the crawling speed constantly decreases and
bottlenecks appear due to disk access, sorting procedures
computation time, and RAM usage.
Extensibility, The architecture of L.webis is based on
modularization and the implementation of several levels
of abstractions (e.g. the store interface) in order to limit
or, whenever possible, remove interdependency between the
various policies adopted. There are several types of thread in
addition to the crawling ones, every type executing different
isolated tasks. Almost every policy can be easily replaced
and switched to another either dynamically at run-time or
statically at compilation time. L.webis can therefore be
considered as an easily extensible crawler.
IV. CRAWLING PERFORMANCE
This section reports some statistics on the performance of
L.webis during a 132 hours crawl. The crawling system is
composed of three workstations, each machine is equipped
with dual Xeon CPU at 2 GHz, 2 GB of RAM, 1 TB
external USB 2.0 hard disk. The crawl run started in March
2010 with focus on the Italian ccTLD .it, with up to 750
crawling threads on each workstation, achieving an average
download rate of 101 documents/sec and 1,405 KB/sec.
When stopped the crawl reached 48,002,973 downloads, of
these 33,983,548 are valid HTML documents, 2,970,097
are HTTP valid redirects and 5,875,168 are “robots.txt”
exclusion standard files. In Table I are listed the HTTP
status codes counts for the 48 million requests. In the crawl
4.5 million distinct hostnames were discovered, we resolved
hostnames via DNS requests 5,875,165 times, for 1,497,379
of which the name was not found. The total number of
outlinks found in documents is of 1,017,785,347 and the
total size of HTML files downloaded is of 667.5 GB. L.webis
completed the first three crawling iteration (in an iteration it
can crawl up to 300 documents per host) for almost all the
known hosts before the end of the experiment.
We used a web monitoring tool to check the activity
of L.webis. In figure 2 is shown a snapshot of the day-
scale graph of network connection utilization in bits per
second for downloading and intercommunication messages.
In Figure 3 is shown the incremental number of valid HTML
document crawled as a function of uptime. L.webis suffered
in mid-time a slowdown related to the increasing size of
the residual sites. Note that thanks to its hybrid BFS DFS
crawling policy, almost all the small and medium size sites
were completely crawled in the first half of the uptime.
Not only the average host size grows in relation to the
crawl progress, but the pages themselves are increasing their
average byte size (Figure 4) and their average number of
outlinks too (Figure 5). In Figure 6 it is shown the average
number of started crawling threads per second, between two
synchronization steps. Figure 7 shows the average number
of merge and resort operations per second as a function of
uptime in seconds. There is a clear decreasing trend, and,
considering the increasing number of outlinks parsed, this
indicates that the probability of discovering a new document
while parsing a web page is decreasing when approaching
the closure of the crawl domain.
V. CONCLUSIONS
L.webis is a modular, parallel and distributed web crawler
that in its present configuration is able to download a mid-
sized ccTLD and its external frontier in a few days, thus it
is an ideal tool for data analysis focussed on any national
web and its connections to the larger World Wide Web.
Code Meaning Count Percent
200 OK 37386207 77.9%
404 Not Found 4456935 9.3%
301 Moved Permanently 1829146 3.8%
302 Moved Temporarily 1765491 3.7%
500 Internal Server Error 243858 0.5%
503 Service Unavailable 193547 0.4%
403 Forbidden 129442 0.3%
Other 1998347 4.2%
Total 48002973 100.0%
Table I
HTTP STATUS CODES
Figure 2. Snapshot of a monitoring web tool, plotting average per second
internet connection utilization in a window of 35 hours.
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Figure 3. Incremental Number of crawled valid HTML documents as a
function of uptime in seconds.
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Figure 4. Average document size in KB (between two synchronization
steps) as a function of the increasing number of downloaded documents.
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Figure 5. Average number of outlinks found in a single document (between
two synchronization steps) as a function of the increasing number of
downloaded documents.
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Figure 6. Average number of started crawling threads per second (between
two synchronization steps) as a function of uptime in seconds.
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Figure 7. Average number of merge and resort operations per second
(between two synchronization steps) as a function of uptime in seconds.
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